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1. INTRODUCTION –
PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT
As part of the “Upscaling, Transferability, Exploitation And Sustainability Pack“ of the project Robot4All this
report examines the development of VET-education regarding programming and robotics in all partner countries
and on the EU-level. It reﬂects the current status and the development within the period of 2018 to 2020. At the
beginning of the project a similar analysis was provided that is available at the projects homepage
(http://robovet.eu/io1/). The project Robot4All created a toolkit to implement beginners courses for programming and robotics at VET-schools (available at http://robovet.eu), combined with an online academy (access via
https://www.academy.robot4all.eu/). As the ﬁnal output of this project this report examines the educational and
political structure of each partner country in order to detect opportunities to implement the projects outcomes.
The information is drawn from research in each country and the experiences of the members of the projects consortium, based on the work in different positions of the particular educational system. Additionally the reports
provides policy recommendations for each partner country and the EU-level aiming at the creation of new opportunities for a motivating way of learning programming and robotics at VET-schools and lowering existing barriers.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF VET-EDUCATION
REGARDING PROGRAMMING AND
ROBOTICS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Germany and Lower Saxony
Richard Heise (Leibniz University Hannover/Germany)
Development of VET-education regarding programming and robotics
Compared to the previous years the general level of VET-education in Germany has improved. 8,100 more training
contracts were concluded compared to the previous year.1 But there is still an increasing labour-gap in the ﬁeld of
IT. Companies struggle to ﬁnd qualiﬁed personell, regarding skilled workers, IT-specialists and IT experts.

1

Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung (2019): Berufsbildungsbericht 2019. Page 51.
https://www.bmbf.de/upload_ﬁlestore/pub/Berufsbildungsbericht_2019.pdf (access on 22.01.2020)
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The Graphic above shows the increasing size of the labour gap regarding IT-jobs. Even though the demand for IT2

specialists (dark blue) and IT-experts (brown) with an academic background is still on a high level, also a demand
for skilled workers in the IT-ﬁeld (light-blue) with an VET-education has emerged in the recent years. The IT-sector
in Germany includes jobs in the ﬁeld of automotive industry, energy supply, energy industry, craft, automotive
industry, telecommunications, aerospace and robotic.
Next to the industrial sector, robotic is to be considered an important factor in the ﬁeld of medical care in the
future. Because of Germany's demographic trend towards an aging society, robotics might meet both the challenges of a reduced number of persons of working age and the increasing number of persons in need of care.

3

In Lower-Saxony the labour-gap in the IT sector is a major concern, according to a survey among companies in
the region. 61% of all companies state that unsuccessful search for skilled workers is their biggest business risk.

4

The labour-gap increased by 18% since 2014.5
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Institut der deutschen Wirtschaft Köln (2019): MINT-Frühjahrsreport 2019. Page 68. https://www.arbeitgeber.de/www/arbeitgeber.nsf/res/MINTFr%C3%BChjahrsreport%202019.pdf/$ﬁle/MINT-Fr%C3%BChjahrsreport%202019.pdf (access on 22.01.2020)
Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung (2019): Was Robotik in der Pﬂege leisten kann. https://www.bmbf.de/de/was-robotik-in-der-pﬂege-leisten-kann9638.html (access on 22.01.2020)
Niedersächsisches Ministerium für Wirtschaft, Arbeit, Verkehr und Digitalisierung (2019): Fachkräf-teinitiative Niedersachsen. Page 3.
https://www.mw.niedersachsen.de/download/148888 (access on 22.01.2020)
Op. Cit. Page 6

Policy Recommendations
As an answer to the labour gap the Institute for German Economy Cologne proposes to establish programming
and coding as a subject already in the primary school. Coding is to be considered as a key competence even for
younger learners, equal to numeracy and literacy.6 New programmes in Lower Saxony:
Ÿ „IT macht Schule“ (https://itms.online/)
Ÿ Zukunftswerkstatt Buchholz (https://www.zukunftswerkstatt-buchholz.de/)
Ÿ Digization Lab (https://isse.tu-clausthal.de/en/research/labs-and-infrastructure/digitization-lab/)
Ÿ Robonatives (https://www.robokind.de/de/RobonativesInitiative/index.html)

Greece
Thrasyvoulos Karaisarlis, Theodoros Tsapakidis (2EK Peraia, Athens/Greece)
Development of VET-education regarding programming and robotics
Over the past years, we witnessed some important initiatives about VET Education in the Greek educational system. Some of them included the use and the exploitation of new technologies. VET education was always considered as lower level education from students and parents, so the result was that students of VET schools
always has a lower level of conﬁdence and opportunities.
A major program exclusively for VET High Schools called "A New Beginning in EPAL (acronym for VET high
schools)" applied to Greek schools. It was piloted in the 2017-18 school year in nine (9) High Schools, drawing on
experiences and practices al-ready implemented by the educational community in the speciﬁc school units.
From the 2018-19 school year, the program has been extended to the country's 400 EPALs. It is noted that the
program is co-ﬁnanced by the EU and this funding has been secured for 4 years. One of the initiatives of the program is to encourage and fund VET schools to create 'Action Plans', which are actually funded projects that promote innovation and creativity in schools and promote science, technology and culture. Many of these projects
use STEM as method, so they include coding and robotics in combination with other sciencies like Mathematcs,
Physics and others.
With funds from this project, schools get also equipped with modern ICT presenta-tion and communication
equipment, in order to demonstrate and keep in touch with other schools exchanging experiences and opinions.
It's important that schools famil-iarize with new technology communication tools and ways.
Moreover, many competitions about coding and Robotics are implemented in nation-al, European and World
level. Many schools participate with students groups with a great success. Some of them are:

6

Op. Cit. Page 74
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Ÿ AegeanRobotics Competition. It is in national level and organized by the Aegean Univercity with cooperation

of the Municapality of Samos and the Samos Direc-torate of 2nd level Education. Groups from schools from
all types and levels par-ticipated in the past 3 competitions. (source: https://icsdweb.aegean.gr/aegeanr
btcs/?p=1234)
Ÿ Cansat competition. School groups (there is also a competition for university students) have to deploy a

small robot 'satelite' which will be launched in the sky. The national competition is actually a preliminary for
the European Cansat compe-tition. (source: https://cansat.gr/)
Ÿ FIRST LEGO League. It is a woldwide competition. Last year in the FIRST GLOBAL Challenge which was help in

Dubai, the Greek National team «First Global Challenge Team Greece» won the bronze medal and was
awarded by the deputy Minister of education Mr. Vasilis Digalakis. The national competition has 4 level,
depending on the age and experience oft he participants (FIRST LEGO League Jr. Discovery Edition for ages
4-6, FIRST LEGO League Jr. for ages 6-10, FIRST LEGO League for ages 9-16 and FIRST Global for ages 1418). (source: https://eduact.org/diagonismoi-rompotikis/ )
Ÿ WRO (World Robot Olympiad). It is a worldwide competition. Greek participant schools were very succesfull

over the past years, as they gained 4 medals. The competition has 4 categories (Open and Regular which have
3 subcategories for Elementary, Junior High and Senior High, WRO Football and Advanced Robotics Challenge which address to pupils and university students). (source: https://wrohellas.gr/)
Greek government shows a massive interest in these competitions. Students who participated successfully in
these competitions were awarded by the Prime Minister of Greece Mr Kyriakos Mitsotakis and the Ministers of
Internal Affairs Mr Takis The-odorikakos and Education Ms. Niki Kerameos in a very important ceremony. The
Prime Minister gave a very motivating awarding speech and stated how much he believe in the role of the Educational Robotics.7
Policy Recommendations
The Greek ministry of educations has already included Robotics as one of the four topics to be included in new
pilot programs for the next school year. The greek minister of education, Ms Niki Kerameos, stated: ‘
“In fact, in the coming days the IEP (Greek Institute of Educational Policy) will publish an open call
for the submission of training programs and educational material for all individual new themes,
which will be organized into 4 main themes, in order to implement the pilot implementation of the
new curricula of the various school levels from the following school year. In this context, all stakeholders - including those implementing already successful school programs on topics such as
volunteering, road safety, measures against addictions, robotics, sexual education - will submit

7

6

https://www.ypes.gr/vraveysi-apo-ton-prothypoyrgo-kai-toys-ypoyrgoys-esoterikon-kai-paideias-ton-paidion-poy-diakrithikan-stin-olympiada-rompotikis/

their proposals and relevant material on a thematic basis. It is our commitment to modernize the
school to provide our students with modern skills that will enable them to better utilize knowledge
and respond to an ever-changing environment. "

8

In the past, Greek educational authorities considered that the introduction of informatics and new technologies
to the educational system should be only in the sector of ofﬁce technology. Coding was only a speciﬁc subject in
the ICT and Electronics Sector of VET high schools. So the curicula of all other ﬁelds and levels focused on computer basic skills, text editors, presentation tools etc.
It is clear that the educational authorities got past these ideas and understood that ICT has more to offer. Coding
and Robotics are more than games, they are a useful tool for implementing STEM and for empowering pupils'
soft skills, like creativity, team work, decision making and others. Furthermore, coding and Robotics can be found
in everyday objects and habits, like transportation, e-house, communications etc. so it is a necessity for modern
citizens to be familiar with these subjects.
Moreover, the Greek (and the European) labour market has especially in the ICT Sector many opportunities, but
the personnel needed must be highly qualiﬁed. Coding and Algorithmics are always an important and necessary
qualiﬁcation in the ICT labour market, so students must empower those skills to have a better chance in their job
carrier.
It is important to see that the Greek ministry of Education has the intention to organize the introduction of Coding
and Robotics throughout the Greek educational system and not only focus on VET. We agree that the correct
introduction in these subjects should be from early ages and last up to the graduation. Our intention is, implementing and disseminating our 'Robot4All' project, to be able to demonstrate the beneﬁts of the introduction of a
coding and Robotics project in an education curriculum.

Cyprus
Nicholas Moudouros, Andrianna Georgiou (Emphasys Centre, Nicosia/Cyprus),
Andreas Loutsios (Cyprus Computer Society, Nicosia/Cyprus)
Development of VET-education regarding programming and robotics
In January 2019, the Annual study from MOEC (the Ministry of Education and Culture) was published with some
interesting results, regarding the Education system in Cyprus for the Design and Technology subject to be taught
at the public Schools.
According to the study, regarding Gymnasiums, during the academic year 2017 – 2018, the chapter on “Control
Systems and Robotics” was highlighted and the application of the subject within the classroom. The main goal

8

https://www.kathimerini.gr/1063178/article/epikairothta/ellada/dieykriniseis-keramews-gia-to-ma8hma-ths-se3oyalikhs-agwghs-sta-sxoleia
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was to develop the students algorithmic thinking and programming skills. To achieve this, various tools were
used such as ground robots (PRO-BOT), activity mats, students' worksheets and a programming software
(PROBOTIX), were sent to the schools. In addition to this, the curriculum was revised to include the necessary
knowledge and activities on robotics. To encourage this even further, conferences, workshops, seminars and
competitions were held for students, teachers and headteachers of the schools. Primary teachers were invited to
the seminars also.
The introduction of Robotics in the design and Technology subject caused the students enthusiasm, according
to the report, as were the teachers who were teaching the subject as there were requests to continue training for
the said subject. Robotics have been incorporated into classes and were used by teachers in other subjects, such
as Mathematics, English and Science.
It is worth mentioning the Computer Science courses in Secondary Education have increased their numbers.
Across Cyprus, in all Lyceums, there are a total of 130 IT labs with the core idea to teach Computer Science
Courses. More speciﬁcally, each lab contains 18 computers and 1 printer. In all Gymnasiums, there is a total of
181 IT labs, with 15 computers per lab. In addition, a projector has been installed in all labs, which is connected to
the instuctor's computer.
In the Gymnasiums, the IT subject is mandatory and students have two lessons per week. The material covered
are partly the ECDL (European Computer Driving Licence). First year students take the Word Processing examination, Second year students, Spreadsheets and the Presentation examination and Third year students the databases examinations. In addition, basic concepts of algorithm development and computer programming are
introduced to encourage further learning.
In the Lyceums, the ﬁrst-year students again have mandatory IT classes, twice a week. This is done again to
introduce them to Computer Science. In the second and third grade of Lyceum, IT courses are elective which are
taught 4 times a week. These subjects include: Computer Science, Computer applications and Networking/CISCO.
Among the conferences, workshops, seminars and competitions that were mentioned previously, here are some
of the actions that were held in order to encourage these subjects at school:
Ÿ Cyprus Olympiad in Informatics
Ÿ One-day seminar for Lyceum and VET students
Ÿ Cyprus Competition for creating Educational Games (LogiPaignion) for Secodary Education students.

Another big event organised every year – at the end of each academic year is the Cyprus Robotex competition.
Robotex is probably the biggest robotics festival in Cyprus, where hundreds of students and schools come
together to build robots for various challenges and learn about the latest technology innovations.

8

In addition, according to a recent article from the ministry of Education and Culture, 9 primary schools from all
around Cyprus will pilot test the STEM program (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) this academic year (2019 – 2020). The Minister of Educations (Mr Hambiaouris), also mentioned that through a wellstructured design, the STEM curriculum will encourage students to research, design, edit and propose innovative
solutions to various aspects of everyday situations.
Policy Recommendations
Coding essentially is all around us, from our everyday electronic devices such as vehicle, mobile phones, televisions and climate controllers. Robotics is one of the most visual ways to introduce the concept of coding in the
classroom. The earlier the concept is developed the more it can advance later on.
To improve the implementation of robotics and programming in schools would be to start these subjects at an
earlier age so the students can take on more advanced and complex concepts by the time they ﬁnish school. The
robots which are used now, the PRO-BOTs are for developing KS2 programming skills (Scratch – block-coding
language). If Scratch is taught from as early as primary school, students with an aptitude towards Computer
Science could advance to C++ Programing language and combine it with Arduino Robotics, which is what has
been developed for the ROBOT4ALL project.
When writing code, students have to think both critically and creatively to instruct a robot which actions to take
and also have to ensure the code performs in a correct way. The code needs to be precise and speciﬁc in order for
it to function properly. If a code is not free from error, the robot will not perform as it should. The skills the students will develop are perseverance through struggle, problem-solving and collaboration (when working in
groups).
Coding and Robotics could also support special education, when used right. Coding, as it is a structured subject,
helps special education students to organise their day, store their work, help them regulate their emotions, support speaking, reading and writing challenges, explain social situations and gives them accessibility to all stage
at school. So, we should not limit it to particular ages or capabilities, these subjects should be offered to all students regardless.
Another way to implement Coding and robotics into to schools, would be to make it relevant to the students' lives.
For example, if a particular school is in an area which is surrounded by farms, the students could program robots
to collect eggs. If the curriculum was adapted to their lives and surroundings, they would learn to solve real-world
problems that can prepare them for the labour market, thus combining real-life situaltions with robotic solutions.
In addition, students should be encouraged to see the technology that is used in the real world, so maybe more
class trips to relevant places would be advisable. For example, in Cyprus the main ofﬁces of Wargaming.net (An
award-winning online game developer and publisher) are based in Nicosia. Also, visits to Universities, where university students and researchers can give them insights on the current developments in the ﬁeld.

9

To conclude the above, the 2017 - 2018 academic year has shown that there has been a very good effort on
behalf of schools to introduce Coding and Robotics to the Education system in Cyprus. Of course, there is room
for improvement, but these subjects are new to the schools and could enhance education and engage students
even more.

United Kingdom
Nicole Liddell, Barbara Athanasakou (CIVIC, Edinburgh/UK)
Development of VET-education regarding programming and robotics
In the UK there are signiﬁcant differences in the educational systems between Wales, England, Scotland, and
Northern Ireland. Education and schooling vary be-tween each of the four countries having separate systems
under separate govern-ments. Therefore, this report will focus on the case of Scotland.
Vocational education and training provide job-speciﬁc technical training for particular jobs, trades, and occupations. VET focuses on hands-on instruction and can usually leade to a certiﬁcation or diploma. In Scotland, vocational training consists of courses organised by further education colleges or private training providers. These
courses combine work-based and classroom elements. Most vocational qualiﬁcations are de-veloped, accredited, and awarded by the Scottish Qualiﬁcations Authority (SQA).9 Additionally, the Skills Development Scotland
runs the Modern Apprenticeship pro-gramme that gives individuals over 16 years old the opportunity to gain an
industry-recognised qualiﬁcation while working and earning a wage.

10

A future apprentice can ﬁnd over 80 Modern Apprenticeship frameworks in a variety of ﬁelds, including technology. The programme has been proven particularly suc-cessful with 92% of the participants staying in work once
they are qualiﬁed.
According to digitalworld.net Scotland needs approximately 12,800 people to work in technology every year. In
11

Scotland, one can ﬁnd a wide range of apprentice posi-tions in the tech sector, including coding, data analysis,
cybersecurity, app design, software development, and game development. However, there are no roles in robotics.
Although robotics is a fast-developing ﬁeld with a growing number of universities of-fering relevant courses and
degrees, vocational education programmes haven't caught up. Nevertheless, there is still a wide range of opportunities for individuals who want to gain skills and knowledge in coding and programming.12

9
10
11
12
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Scottish Qualiﬁcations Authority. (2020, February 14). SQA. Retrieved from https://www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/25153.html
Modern Apprenticeships. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.skillsdevelopmentscotland.co.uk/what-we-do/apprenticeships/modern-apprenticeships/
Apprenticeships. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.digitalworld.net/careers/apprenticeships
Apprenticeships: IT: Software Development. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.apprenticeships.scot/become-an-apprentice/graduate-apprenticeships/itsoftware-development/

Apart from the apprentices, a young individual can ﬁnd a number of qualiﬁcations in technology-related ﬁelds,
such as software development, programming, website design, data analytics, etc. Overall, VET providers should
13

prepare the trainees for future employment equipping them with up to date skills to cope with the needs of changing technologies and make their mark. Digital apprenticeships can be a great opportunity to create a skilled,
qualiﬁed, and motivated workforce. It is thus important to tackle skill gaps and help trainees and apprentices to
develop valuable skills and stay competitive boosting their employability prospects.
Policy Recommendations
Vocational training has been seen for long as a poorer choice in comparison to academic learning. However,
recognising the value of practical skills and hands-on job training can have a signiﬁcant beneﬁt on people and the
economy as well. VET today includes programmes that teach valuable skills to very high standards and it offers
individuals an opportunity for personal and professional development outside of the conventional academic
study.14,15 Therefore, good and up to date vocational programmes should be an important part of a country's educational provision.
This means that more programmes on programming and robotics shall be included in the curricula of VET providers. Technology grows creating the need for individuals with the right skills and tools to facilitate this growth.
Teaching programming skills to young individuals could be a long-term solution to the “skills gap” between the
technology jobs and the people qualiﬁed to ﬁll them.

16

Of course, there is more to this than employment. Learning programming and robotics can beneﬁt students and
young individuals in many ways regardless of their future career paths. The individual can develop valuable skills
like reasoning, creativity, perseverance, critical thinking etc. that can be transferred to different aspects of their
life.
It would be thus, advisable that preparing young people for the job market should be a core element of the implementation of VET programmes. It would be useful that local authorities, VET providers, Skills Development Scotland, employment representatives work together to develop the courses and to provide career guidance to young
people. The involvement of the employers is important as the focus of vocational training is the labour market.
Programmes must be developed in partnership with the industry to guide trainers and trainees and provide them
with an understanding of the respective ﬁelds, skills, and careers.

17
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Software and Web Development SCQF 6 & 8 Apprenticeship Programme (Scotland) (QAADEVL68S). (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.qa.com/coursecatalogue/courses/software-and-web-development-scqf-6-8-apprenticeship-programme-scotland-qaadevl68s/
Modern Apprenticeships. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.skillsdevelopmentscotland.co.uk/what-we-do/apprenticeships/modern-apprenticeships/
Scottish Qualiﬁcations Authority. (2020, February 14). SQA. Retrieved from https://www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/25153.html
Benitti, F. B. V. (2012). Exploring the educational potential of robotics in schools: A systematic review. Computers & Education, 58(3), 978–988. doi:
10.1016/j.compedu.2011.10.006
Education working for all: developing Scotland's young workforce. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.gov.scot/publications/education-working-commissiondeveloping-scotlands-young-workforce-ﬁnal-report/pages/4/
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Additionally, employers should be given meaningful incentives to join the apprentice programme and relevant
VET courses and qualiﬁcations. Especially employers in STEM, including programming and robotics, that can
offer the best long term prospects to young people. The employers must be provided support and training in
order to help their apprentices get the maximum during their time in the programme.
At the same time, as robotics and programming are ﬁelds accessible by individuals of varying skills and talents,
young people who choose not to continue in higher education should be encouraged to consider them as possible career paths.

Romania
Radu Big, Mihai Badea (CDIMM, Baia Mare/Romania)
Development of VET-education regarding programming and robotics
The situation in the ICT education was not changed from the previous report. The need of qualiﬁed persons in
coding and robotics increased in Maramures County – a new plant in aeronautic components is under construction (it will be opened this year) and there are 300-400 new jobs and a limited offer of qualiﬁed persons.
Politics in robotics

18

There are signiﬁcant modiﬁcations regarding the ofﬁcial politics to introduce robotics in the VET schools. The
Romanian Law of Education was modiﬁed in September 2019 in the sense of introduction of normal classes of
robotics into the technological high-schools (VET education). The related national curricula for robotics are
under preparation and distribution to the VET schools. The new regulation will produce effects starting the new
scholar-year (September 2020 – June 2021). There are more and more private initiatives to introduce in Highschools' classes of robotics and robotics clubs as extracurricular activity (see The George Baritiu College Baia
Mare, Vasile Lucaciu College Baia Mare, Gheorghe Sincai College Baia Mare, Marmatia College Sighetu
Marmatiei, Dragos Voda College Sighetu Marmatiei – all in Maramures County). There are more and more
national competitions in robotics for VET students organised by the technical universities: Technical University
in Cluj Napoca, Technical University in Timisoara etc. There are national competitions in robotics for VET students organised by private companies.
New possibilities to implement our training programme
CDIMM Maramures supported the start-up of three new Clubs of robotics at The George Baritiu College Baia
Mare, Vasile Lucaciu College Baia Mare and Marmatia College Sighetu Marmatiei. These schools agreed (in written form) to use our training programme for minimum 3 years and to organise minimum one commune activ-

18
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Based on an interview done with the County Inspector for Technology (in function in 2019)

ity/year (competition, exchange of experience, commune trainings etc.). We will make promotion and we will
invite other schools to join the pilot group. We realised that the young students are enthusiastic regarding robotics.
Policy Recommendations
In Maramures County we contacted the County Inspectorate for Education (responsible for pre-university education) and we will send an ofﬁcial Robot4All Tool-kit, presenting in the same time the conclusion of the pilot activity with the 3 selected schools. We will recommend them to disseminate ofﬁcially the Tool-kit to all Vet schools in
Maramures County and to send the invitation to join the Platform. We will prepare a Letter addressed to the Ministry of Education aimed to underline the existence of the training material, the platform and the 3 years experience
plus the pilot action in Maramures County. We will ask the Ministry to add the tool-kit the new curricula for robotics as assessment and training instrument.

Luxembourg
Marina Andrieu, Emeline Petit (WIDE Luxembourg, Luxembourg)
Development of VET-education regarding programming and robotics
In September 2019, Claude Meisch, Minister of Education in Luxembourg announced a Digital Education Plan
decided by the Luxembourg government: "Education in the digital age and coding in the curriculum for 2020".
With this measure, programming will become part of Luxembourg's curriculum from the start of the next school
year. In September 2020, pupils will learn how to code and will have lessons on computational thinking. The Minister described coding and computational thinking as "the two legs with which young people are going to have to
learn to walk".
Luxembourg people will soon received the ﬁrst report of the Observatory (planned early 2020) which will focus on
digital skills. Digitalisation is becoming a priority for the Ministry and digital will become a basic skill, as it will be
the language of this 21st century. From primary school onwards, it will be taught in a playful way, from 2020-2021
in mathematics classes for the most advanced, then from 2021-2022 for the youngest in a cross-curricular way.
Teachers will be trained and will be accompanied by the new teachers specialized in digital skills. In secondary
schools, computer science will be a new branch of the lower classes from 2021-2022.
Early 2019, A South Korean company talked with schools in Luxembourg to test a new way to teach children coding by providing “robo-cubes” that can be programmed via a simple interface. Once assembled, these cubes can
make sound, light and movement, which all are basic features of a robot and compatible with Lego. If the company's current pilot project is successful, the company will install its European HQ in Luxembourg to develop the

13

product and its wider integration. Kniwwelino, a luxembourg based project, is the ﬁrst microcontroller development platform entirely designed for children attending primary school and after-school activities in the Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg. The name Kniwwelino is composed of the Luxembourgish word "kniwweln" which means
to create something, the sufﬁx "ino" to show the link with the Arduino ecosystem and "Lino" which is a
Luxembourgish ﬁrst name meaning "lion", the lion being the heraldic animal of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.
This technology has received funding through the FNR – Luxembourg National Research Fund - and now in a
spin-off phase with a Belgium company to enter a commercialisation phase. The training associated with this
product was delivered in several schools in Luxembourg in 2019, reaching almost 300 pupils. It is also used in
some MakerSpaces and in "Maison relais" which host after-school activities. It was also tested for VET education
in collaboration with Chamber of Métiers (Professional Chamber for Crafts).
Another robotic initiative come from LuxAI, spin-off company that has come out of the University of Luxembourg,
which created an innovative approach to therapy for children with autism: QTrobot. This little talking humanoid
robot is designed to support autism professionals in helping children with autism to learn new social, emotional
and communication skills.
The robot tells stories, plays games and makes dialogue, through which it teaches necessary skills to children
with special educational needs. For instance, using its expressive face and body movement, QT teaches children
what emotions are and how to deal with them. There is also a version of the QT robot for researchers. In May 19th,
2019, the Mini Maker Faire Luxembourg hosted the Luxembourg Youth Robotic Challenge [LYRC]. 50 competitors
divided into teams with 3 to 6 members aged from 14 years to 18 years took the challenge and participated in the
ﬁrst edition. The winning team had the opportunity to ﬂy to Dubai in October to participate in the First Global
Robotics Challenge in Dubai. Another competition will be organised in May 2020 and participating teams will
have either to design a robotic system solving a question/problem posed, to take part to the MakeXRobotics
Challenge or to enter the qualifying competition for the FIRST Global Robotics Challenge.
Policy Recommendations
In November 2019, chronicles.lu published the results of the 2018 International Computer and Information Literacy Study (ICILS). This study revealed that the performance of schools in Luxembourg was below the average
compared to other participating countries when it comes to computer literacy and numeracy skills among 14year-old-student. Organised by the International Association for the Evaluation of Education Achievement (IEA),
this study evaluated the development of digital skills and in particular coding and computational thinking, which
have been identiﬁed as essential skills for 21st-century schools.
We notice an effort and an increasing awareness from the government in Luxembourg regarding the importance
of programming and robotics in everyday life and in the labour market. Thanks to the education plan that the
Minister of Education will soon provide, programming will be able to be part of the school curriculum from the
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beginning of September starting also from the youngest classes. Investments in latest technologies have been
made to make resources available in schools and for young people. However, even if the government is planning
to implement a new measure for coding and computational thinking in education this year, the question relating
to the lack of trained teachers has already been raised by education stakeholders in Luxembourg. Despite being a
well paid job, it's difﬁcult for the education system to recruit the ICT teachers they need. This also explain why
new projects are delegated to external organisations to provide material and training. Clearly the main challenge
is the need to train the teachers and train the trainers program to introduce coding and robotics in existing curriculum (especially in other STEM subjects).

Spain
Enrique Cuesta Albertos, Fernando Peral Pérez, Enrique Carballo Albarrán, José María de Lucas García
(IES Moliner, Segovia, Spain)
Development of VET-education regarding programming and robotics
It is crystal clear that Robotics and Programming bring great beneﬁts to the education sector. These new
resources offer the possibility to be immediately used to increase motivation, encourage self-learning, and the
development of skills, and speed up communication. In short, new technologies must serve our educational system and learning goals.
During the last years, the unsteady national political situation has prevented taking important initiatives that
would allow the educational system to be updated by contemplating the introduction of these subjects as core or
optional subjects. According to the information collected from both public organizations about the plans to
incorporate Robotics and Programming in education announced by some Autonomous Communities, there are
still few cases with a clear integration of this subject in the syllabus.
Concerning to vocational training, Spain also faces the problem of low recognition of these studies, despite the
enormous efforts of administrations. Even so, the rate is increasing. As for Vocational Training in Robotics, there
is a type of speciﬁc higher degree professional studies called "Automation and Industrial Robotics" speciﬁc in
Robotics. It is not having the massive acceptance demanded by the labor market, partly since it is not widely
offered in many communities and cities, but it is one of the few opportunities to train in Robotics within the Vocational Training studies. In addition, there are other studies in electronics, electricity and computer science where
Robotics or Programming are key points in different subjects. Anyway, today there is a very low demand in this
specialization, unable to satisfy the growing labor demand.
Despite these efforts, there is a widespread ignorance in Spanish society about the importance of Robotics and
Programming, being one of the critical barriers to understand their importance and the value of their learning
from an early age. The studies related to this in Primary and Secondary Education are still in an initial phase,
since they have not been adopted by most of the schools in Spain and the experiences developed in recent years
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are still testimonial. On the other hand, the percentage of teachers who report using ICT "often" or in "all or almost
all classes" in Spain is slightly lower than the OECD average and the percentage of those who said they need
training in new technologies it is also lower.
Spanish teachers show low level of ICT training, especially in education-oriented skills. Teachers express a great
demand for additional training in Robotics. In general, they believe that schools have appropriate materials and
teaching rooms but they have to make a great effort to train by themselves.
Finally, digital skills training for students is in general basicaly voluntary and Robotics is only taught through
unofﬁcial volunteer programs, extracurricular programs or clubs. Students also showed low use of Robotics
tools, especially among women, with an apparently increasing gender gap. There is an important group of students very interested in Robotics, as well as in web development, games and programming. They consider that
there are good opportunities to train in programming but nearly nothing in databases, algorithms, dynamic programming, or other types of training.
Policy Recommendations
According to the surveys carried out among teachers, most of them believe that training in Robotics and Programming should be a transversal subject that should be gradually introduced into the curriculum from Primary
Education and even early childhood Education. The approach should offer learning possibilities with which students can "play to learn while learning to play”.
Therefore, the treatment with which Programming and Robotics should be worked in these educational stages
should go through using these skills as a vehicle for interdisciplinary learning, using a game-based pedagogy
that spread out what teachers already do usually in their classrooms during their daily lessons, so that they can
guide and help their students to understand and make their preliminary contact with the fundamental aspects of
computational logic.
Concerning to the programming languages to be used, most prefer Scratch, a language that foster block programming and has recently been updated to be used on both, computers as well as tablets and smartphones.
This same language has been used in an investigation with kindergarten students, who showed high levels of
acceptance of this tool as a resource for the development of computational logic.
However, to provide the schools of appropriate technology is very expensive, because, in addition to the materials and their maintaining, it requires good quality internet connection and teacher training. In the worst situation,
programming classes could also be creatively taught, if necessary, without resorting to any electronic device, for
example, through logic or table games and, even, thanks to physical movements that represent the different computer concepts such as the operation of Algorithms or data transmission.
In Secondary education this training should be mandatory using visual programming languages such as
Scratch, which should create games, simulations, artistic projects, among other types of projects, or Alice,
widely used to create digital narratives. Other environments such as Minecraft Edu are also used for 3D modeling
and programming, or App Inventor for the development of applications for mobile devices.
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On the other hand, in professional training it should be used professional programming languages based on text,
such as Python, Swift or JavaScript, as well as visual programming languages such as Snap!, which offers different data structures and advanced libraries. Other options could be GP, a general purpose language created targeting to offer the power of Python with the simplicity of Scratch, AgentSheets, which allows to develop games
and simulations in two dimensions, AgentCubes, with which you can model and program projects in three dimensions, or even Cubely, to create virtual reality scenaries.
In short, programming languages speciﬁcally designed for education offering connections to other areas of the
curriculum should also be used. For example, Sonic Pi, a programmable music synthesizer that allows the user to
generate sounds from commands encoded in text. At the same time, students should be familiar with different
devices that connect digital creations with the physical world through electronic prototyping platforms, such as
Arduino, or microcomputers, such as Raspberry Pi, which incorporate, or to which a great variety of sensors and
different devices can be connected. Regarding to teacher training, in different surveys Spanish teachers consider themselves with very poor training for the total integration of technological tools in their classes. That is
why it is necessary to update the ICT training plans, which are in general poorly oriented to get the real digital
immersion of the teachers to foster the educational use of new technologies.

European Union
Development of VET-education regarding programming and robotics
The European Union provides several initiatives to support the VET-education in its member states in order to
achieve a coherent approach towards the existing demand for qualiﬁed personnel in the sectors of programming
and robotics.

19, 20, 21

The European Quality Assurance Reference Framework for Vocational Education and Training (EQAVET)22 provides a quality assurance system for VET-providers and aims at establishing a common approach towards the
assessment of learning processes and competences. This framework is an important guideline for the creation
of frameworks for EU-wide educational projects, especially in the ﬁeld of digital competences.
Another initiative linked to this framework is ESCO that focusses on the relationship between the different con23

cepts and categories of skills and competences within the European Union, that are important for the labour
market.

19
20
21
22
23

https://ec.europa.eu/education/policies/eu-policy-in-the-ﬁeld-of-vocational-education-and-training-vet_en
https://ec.europa.eu/education/policies/eu-policy-in-the-ﬁeld-of-vocational-education-and-training-vet_en
https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1523646815609&uri=CELEX:32009H0708(01)
https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/howtouse/6af39243-1e25-484b-af62-ad223a9c48b8
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The Digital Education Action Plan24 from 2018 offers several important initiatives in the ﬁeld of the development
of digital competences and skills, such as „Open Science Skills“, „EU Code Week in schools“, „Cybersecurity in
Education“ and „Training in digital and entrepreneurial skills for girls“. These actions are very helpful to increase
the public attention towards the importance of digital competences and particularly aim at regions and social
groups that can beneﬁt from further development in this ﬁeld.
The Digital Skills and Jobs Coalition25 focusses on synergies between all relevant actors in the ﬁeld of digital
education and economy. Member States, companies, social partners, non-proﬁt organisations and education
providers are brought together to ﬁnd solutions for the existing skill gap.
Policy Recommendations
Ÿ Support of an attractive VET-system across Europe: To establish VET education as a “ﬁrst choice” among

young people was one of the EU 2020 goals.26 The situation in the different member described above as well
as the Cedefop opinion survey on vocational education and training in Europe from 2017 show clearly, that
27

this goal is far from being reached. Given the rapidly growing digital sector in the European labour market,
more effort has to put into advertising VET education as a attractive choice among all groups of young people. The European Union has the ability to support even small businesses in taking part in programs like Erasmus+ that give young people the chance to do apprenticeships abroad. This is considered to be an important
element to enhance the attractiveness of a VET-education across the European Union.
Ÿ Robotic Education for everyone: The possibility to receive VET education in robotics is still dependent on the

technical infrastructure of VET-schools, like described above. Within the scope of the program Horizon 2020
the European Union supports research about robotics to establish in ﬁelds like “AI and Cognition”, “Cognitive
Mechatronics” and “socially cooperative human-robot interaction” The conception of the upcoming funding
28

programs from the European Union should also take into account the VET-sector and offer possibilities to get
funds for research projects in the ﬁeld of VET-education regarding coding and robotics.

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=COM:2018:22:FIN
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/digital-skills-jobs-coalition
26
https://www.efvet.org/2018/05/02/vet-as-a-ﬁrst-choice-eu-conference/
27
https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/publications-and-resources/publications/8118
28
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/topic-details/ict-10-2019-2020
24

25
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3. SUMMARY
Development of VET-education regarding programming and robotics
The rapidly growing demand for qualiﬁed personnel in labour market regarding robotics and programming creates a skill gap in most of the countries of the European Union. Even though the status of programming and
robotics is dependent on the national educational system, the countries of the European Union share a set of
common challenges at the attempt to ﬁll this gap by increasing the number of graduates in this ﬁeld. The VETsystem in particular has to deal with a lack of attractiveness in general, compared to academic careers. Additional challenges are the lack of technical infrastructure in many VET-schools and the lack of qualiﬁed teaching
personnel, because of the minor importance of these subjects in the recent decades. To overcome these challenges many programs, like private afternoon clubs or robotic-competitions were established. National and EUwide funding programs were created to safeguard the technical infrastructure to teach robotics and programming in VET-schools. Step by step these subjects make their way into the ofﬁcial curricula, based on the acknowledgement that programming skills are essential for the labour market in the upcoming years. Additionally the
awareness rises, that the combination of programming and robotics is a motivating way of entering this ﬁeld
because the results of successful coding have direct implications in the real world. From an educational point of
view the beneﬁts of obtaining soft-skills and logical thinking are clearly visible.
Policy Recommendations
But still the successful implementation of programming and robotics in VET-school is far from being reached. A
combination of national programs in the educational systems, supported by initiatives by the European Union
have to be established to make sure that VET-education is able to equip young people with the competences
needed by the labour market of the future.
Ÿ Broad implementation of programming and robotics early in school: The sooner students get in contact with

the digital world of programming and robotics the better are their chances of getting interested into these
subjects. Programming as a way of logical thinking should be a transversal subject connected to other main
subjects. There are already many educational robots available for young people that could support the ﬁrst
steps of programming. Also the aspect of gaining a variety of soft skills trough programming activities that
are important for young children should be taken into consideration. This educational strategy could lead the
way to choose a VET-education later on that includes programming and robotics
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Ÿ Including programming and robotics into teachers education: Decades ago when most of the VET-teachers

that are in charge now were educated, programming and robotics only played a minor role in the educational
system. This lack should be addressed by including programming and robotics into teachers education. If
VET-teachers are already familiar with basic aspects of programming and robotics they are capable and motivated to take part in projects like Robot4all and offer their students the opportunity of learning these subjects.
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